Assembly Instructions
Dismount Mat

Thank you for purchasing a Tumbl Trak
Dismount Mat. You will enjoy years of use
with this product.

Parts List

After opening the boxes, please check the
parts list to make sure all pieces have
arrived in good condition.
If you have any questions during this
assembly process, please call
customer service at

[A] Knife Vinyl cover with mesh sides
[B] Cross link polyethylene foam pieces
[C] Mat sizes:
6’x12’x12” two layers of foam
7’x14’x18” three layers of foam

1-800-331-4362.

WARNING! This is a heavy mat.
We recommend at least 3-4 adults help put it
together. Do not help assemble this if you are
pregnant or have back, heart, hernia, or other
medical problems.
READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS before assembly!

For questions or problems, please call Tumbl Trak at
(800) 331-4362

STEP 1 - You will need a large clean area (floor exercise area
is ideal) to assemble your mat. No tools required. First open
the cover. The solid vinyl will be the bottom and top of the mat
and the blue, breather mesh will be the sides of the mat.

(2A)

STEP 2 - (2A) Unpack the foam sections. Lay one section
of foam into the cover first. (2B) Make sure to fit it in the
bottom corners of the cover. You may need to push the
foam into place.
(2B)

STEP 3 - (3A) Lay the other layer(s) of foam on top of the first one. It is important to get
the vinyl cover as tight as possible before pulling it over the foam stack. (3B) You will
need to make sure the foam goes into all the corners. (3C) You may also need to turn
the mat on its long side and shake the cover to assure the foam is properly in place. Be
sure to keep the top and bottom sections even.

(3A)

(3B)

(3C)

STEP 4- Attach the mat to the Tumbl Trak legs
with the strap and buckle on the mat.

For questions or problems, please call Tumbl Trak at
(800) 331-4362

